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THE FOCUS FOR OCTOBER

• The Focus for October

When we experience empty vulnerability, our open hearts are ready to
receive the perpetually available gift of Divine Love, the abiding spirit
that patiently helps us understand that solitude is not separateness—it
is an opportunity to experience the underlying unity that sustains our
strength and vitality.

• Cosmic Opportunities
Day-by-Day
• Law of Attraction &
Financial Manifestation

WHAT IS IT?
Practical Spiritual Astrology is
grounded in the understanding
that our aim as consciously
evolving humans is not only to
remember and reclaim our
essential divine nature, but
also to manifest that spiritual
essence more dynamically and
more abundantly in the
material world. The sacred
knowledge of the heavenly
intelligences and their cosmic
cycles can guide us infallibly
into spontaneous right action
and joyful, fulfilled expression
of our true selves.
Practical Spiritual Astrology
thus brings us daily
opportunities for being
completely spiritually centered
in a consistently resourceful
manner that brings out the best
qualities in our circumstances,
that is completely congruent
with our true creative nature,
and that is genuinely helpful to
others in a multitude of
pragmatic, life-affirming ways.

“What we are looking for
is what is looking.”
- St. Francis of Assisi

In times of tension we are struck by our differences, and may in fact be
magnetically drawn to individuals and situations which seem to be the
polar opposite of who we think we are, adding to our emotional stress
and challenging our energy and integrity. When that happens,
however, we are called upon to breathe deeply, and to remember that
in opposites we have the seeds of synthesis, and the opportunity to
create new harmonies.
In the intensity of commerce and communications, we can feel
extremely stressed by the demands upon our spirit and our
intelligence. Instead of pushing harder to make ourselves understood
or to compel others to conform to our wishes, we can often accomplish
the most if we simply step back and relax. In our meditative silence,
the Still Small Voice can speak to us, bringing us back to a state of
harmony and effectiveness.
Before we can increase the scope of our effectiveness a spiritual
agents in the world, we must begin by increasing the scope of vision
and our compassion. When we are prepared to elevate our
consciousness enough to complete our intuitive understanding of the
Divine Reality which orders our existence, we can spontaneously align
ourselves with the boundless harmonies that infinitely enliven all of our
experiences.
When we devote ourselves fully to the Truth within our hearts, and
when act without hesitation to express that devotion in every deed and
each encounter, the manifestation of spiritual riches is certain to
amaze us. Even so, it is our ability to stay quietly focused as we turn
within that informs and enlivens our avid quest for ever-higher realms
of spiritual manifestation.

THE ART OF
SPIRITUAL
COURAGE
“I can’t understand why
people are frightened of
new ideas. I’m frightened
of the old ones.”
–John Cage

ESOTERIC MANTRAS
FOR OCTOBER
LIBRA
“I choose the way which
leads between the two great
lines of force.”

SCORPIO
“Warrior I am and from the
battle I emerge triumphant.”

October Observances
Simchat Torah – 10/1
St. Francis Day – 10/4
Navaratri – 10/8-16
Columbus Day – 10/11
Thanksgiving Canada – 10/11
Boss’ Day – 10/16
Dasera – 10/17
Birth of the Bab – 10/20
United Nations Day – 10/24
All Hallows Eve – 10/31

Share the Light
Make copies of this ezine
for others; send them to
http://www.practicalspirit
ualastrology.com to
subscribe for free!
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Where is your heart
leading you? Write to Tim
Bost at P.O. Box 1657,
Sarasota, FL 34230-1657
USA or send email to
spirit@timbost.com with
your comments, dreams,
visions and suggestions.
We look forward to
hearing from you!

Cosmic Opportunities
Hades retrograde station – October 1, 6:47 a.m. EDT
Jupiter trine Vulcanus – October 2, 8:46 p.m. EDT
Mercury enters Libra – October 3, 11:03 a.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Mars – October 3, 5:48 p.m. EDT
Chiron square Admetos – October 5, 6:22 p.m. EDT
Kronos retrograde station – October 6, 3:25 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Zeus – October 6, 6:56 a.m. EDT
New Moon – October 7, 2:44 p.m. EDT
Venus retrograde station – October 8, 3:06 a.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Saturn – October 8, 7:35 a.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Zeus – October 10, 8:48 p.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Mercury – October 16, 9:07 p.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Apollon – October 19, 1:36 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Neptune – October 19, 8:18 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Chiron – October 19, 1:16 p.m. EDT
Sun square Vulcanus – October 20, 6:27 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Apollon – October 20, 2:45 p.m. EDT
Mercury enters Scorpio – October 20, 5:19 p.m. EDT
Mars trine Jupiter – October 20, 9:42 p.m. EDT
Mars square Neptune – October 22, 11:34 a.m. EDT
Mars square Chiron – October 22, 5:50 p.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Poseidon – October 22, 6:45 p.m. EDT
Full Moon – October 22, 9:37 p.m. EDT
Mars opposition Admetos – October 23, 12:59 a.m. EDT
Sun enters Scorpio – October 23, 8:35 a.m. EDT
Mars trine Vulcanus – October 23, 7:39 p.m. EDT
Sun trine Hades – October 23, 8:17 p.m. EDT
Mars trine Uranus – October 24, 10:56 a.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Venus – October 25, 9:17 a.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Poseidon – October 26, 7:48 a.m. EDT
Vulcanus retrograde station – October 26, 3:15 p.m. EDT
Venus trine Kronos – October 27, 11:37 a.m. EDT
Mars enters Sagittarius – October 28, 2:47 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Venus – October 28, 9:10 p.m. EDT
Sun trine Kronos – October 29, 5:19 p.m. EDT

Free Report on Astrology and the Law of Attraction
You can turbo-charge your use of the Law of Attraction with amazing techniques
anchored in the vibration of your zodiac sign. Get Tim Bost’s powerful new report
with specific insights for every sign of the zodiac completely free of charge at
http://www.StarMoneySecrets.com . Share this link with others now!

The Spiritual Side of Financial Manifestation
Our task is to stay spiritually focused, but how do you do it when you’re out of
money? To answer that question, Stuart Lichtman has joined “Attractor Factor”
author Joe Vitale in a massive ebook called “How To Get Lots of Money for
Anything—Fast!” It’s a wonderful wealth resource, with techniques that also improve
health and spiritual well-being, increase success, strengthen relationships, lose
weight (Lichtman lost 21 pounds in 21 days), and much more.
You can get complete details at http://www.anything-fast.com/?fid=astro It’s
guaranteed to change your life!

